Steroid receptor coactivators present a unique opportunity for drug development in hormone-dependent cancers.
Steroid receptor coactivators (SRCs) are essential regulators of nuclear hormone receptor function. SRCs coactivate transcription mediated by hormone stimulation of nuclear receptors and other transcription factors and have essential functions in human physiology and health. The SRCs are over expressed in a number of cancers such as breast, prostate, endometrial and pancreatic cancers where they promote tumor growth, invasion, metastasis and chemo-resistance. With their multiple roles in cancer, the SRCs are promising targets for the development of small molecule agents that can interfere with their function. For instance, perturbing SRC function with small molecule inhibitors and stimulators has been shown to be effective in reducing tumor growth in vivo. These early studies demonstrate that targeting the SRCs might prove effective for cancer treatment and more effort should be made to realize the untapped potential of developing drugs designed to target these coactivators.